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1 How good and how pleasant it is,
when kindred live together in unity!

2 It is like fine oil upon the head, flowing down upon the beard,
upon the beard of Aaron,
flowing down upon the collar of his robe.

3 It is like the dew of Hermon flowing down upon the hills of Zion.
For there the LORD has commanded his blessing:
life forevermore.
Psalm 133; NRSV

INTRODUCTION
The subject of clergy health and wellness in the United States has become noteworthy in recent years.
Mainline denominations, schools of theology, centers for spirituality and health, national church
health/pension plans, and even some healthcare institutions and private physicians are devoting much
time, energy, and significant resources to researching this topic. In fact, the scope of such research has
been extended of late to include church lay employees and their families.
This has not always been the case. Historically and traditionally, clergy and their families have led fairly
long lives and have been among the healthiest members of our society. What has changed to warrant
such a high level of interest in, and attention to, this subject? The answer lies in the fact that current
research and clinical data clearly indicate the health and wellness of clergy ‐ and their families – now
mirrors far more closely the health and wellness of the general population. Once‐healthy clergy now
suffer from measurably increased levels of obesity, heart disease, diabetes, cancer, and depression. In
some cases, clergy are measurably less healthy than corresponding reference populations in general
society. The same negative changes are being observed in and among the Church’s population of lay
employees.
Most experts agree the practice of ministry has changed significantly in recent decades. Clergy and lay
church employees, and their families, are now as susceptible to chronic illness and disease as any other
strata of the national population.
The author, Mindy S. Reynolds, has included in this assessment a cross‐section of concepts and
theoretical frameworks dealing with health and wellness. While predominately the work of other
scholars, these are provided both for consideration and as an aid to understanding some underlying
reasons why and how individuals and groups of people ultimately come to experience wellness or suffer
illness.
In considering this variety of concepts and theories, one quickly discovers both commonalities and
differences between/among the various proposals. The presentation of alternative viewpoints on this
subject assists with the formulation of both a theology and a philosophy designed not only to interpret
the results of the Health and Wellness Assessment, but to assist with the formulation of an action plan
intended to address issues identified through the study.
A final grammatical note: throughout this assessment the author has chosen the spelling “wholistic” in
place of “holistic.” The former spelling historically has denoted the Christian understanding of human
beings as comprised of body, mind, and spirit while the more recent practice of alternative and
complementary medicine is often denoted by the use of the latter spelling. Of note, The Reverend
Granger Westberg, Lutheran pastor and founder of parish nursing, consistently favored the former
spelling.
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THEORETICAL CONCEPTS AND FRAMEWORKS
BIBLICAL AND THEOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS
The love of God, as it is the sovereign remedy of all miseries, so in particular it effectually prevents all the
bodily disorders the passions introduce, by keeping the passions themselves within due bounds. And by
the unspeakable joy, and perfect calm, serenity and tranquility it gives the mind, it becomes the most
powerful means of health and long life.
‐ John Wesley
Scripture contains many references to health, healing, and wellness. Chapters 11‐15 of the Old
Testament Book of Leviticus speak to the distinction between clean and unclean as part of the Priestly
Code. In addition to the theological basis for such admonitions, there is clearly an aspect of the Code
which can be seen, through modern eyes, to have both the implications and effects of a public health
mandate.
In the New Testament, Chapter 6 of Paul’s first letter to the Corinthians, verses 19‐20 ask: “Or do you
not know that your body is a temple of the Holy Spirit within you, which you have from God, and that
you are not your own? For you were bought with a price; therefore glorify God in your body.”
Paul’s words hearken to the great care and immense wealth devoted to the design and construction of
Solomon’s Temple as these events are recorded in the Old Testament. While the original context for
Paul’s admonition was a call for sexual morality, his words seem also to imply that true wellness is a
wholistic reality that should be the goal of every Christian. Hence, the wholistic care of one’s body,
mind, and spirit (the wellness of one’s “temple of the Holy Spirit”) should be a top priority, worthy of a
great investment of individual and community resources. In Paul’s eyes, this dedication of assets is to be
on a par with the gold, silver, bronze, iron, wood, stone, and marble used to build Solomon’s Temple.
And if, as Paul teaches, this should be the case for all disciples of Jesus Christ, shouldn’t it be especially
true for those who have been called by God and set apart by the Church for ministerial and/or pastoral
service?
In contemporary society, the health and wellness of an individual or population is typically evaluated
through the use of objectively quantified numbers and statistics – test results obtained by healthcare
providers, healthcare claims data collected by insurance companies, and statistics reported by
healthcare organizations and institutions in the form of aggregate sums, percentages, ratings, and/or
research. What has been missing, in many cases, is qualitative data that include listening to, and
attempting to understand, the stories people share about their experiences, their feelings, and their
lives.
It is the author’s professional belief that such stories are vitally important – and, when used in
conjunction with more objectively derived data, often can tell us more about a person or group’s state
of well‐being than analysis based solely upon statistics and/or clinical measurements.
Perhaps of even more fundamental importance is an understanding of wellness grounded in a wholistic
view of life and the human experience. The earliest Christians grasped this reality and embraced it in
their practice of ministry – much of which, interestingly, involved the delivery of healing to God’s
children in need. For example, rather than viewing a physical malady as an independent condition, the
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disciples seem to have understood the profound connection among body, mind, and spirit ‐ physical,
mental/emotional, and spiritual health.
Much of Jesus’ earthly ministry involved acts of healing. One incident with much to say to us about the
nature of being well comes from the Gospel of John, the story of the healing of the lame man:

1 After this there was a festival of the Jews, and Jesus went up to Jerusalem.
2 Now in Jerusalem by the Sheep Gate there is a pool, called in Hebrew Beth‐zatha,
which has five porticoes.

3 In these lay many invalids – blind, lame, and paralyzed.
5 One man was there who had been ill for thirty‐eight years.
6 When Jesus saw him lying there and knew that he had been there a long time, he said to him, “Do you
want to be made well?”

7 The sick man answered him, “Sir, I have no one to put me into the pool when the water is stirred up;
and while I am making my way, someone else steps down ahead of me.”

8 Jesus said to him, “Stand up, take your mat and walk.”
9 At once the man was made well, and he took up his mat and began to walk.
John 5:1‐9; NRSV
In this incident from John’s Gospel, we are told of “many” invalids suffering from a “variety” of maladies.
We are made aware of “one” man who has been ill for thirty‐eight years. It is this man with whom Jesus
chooses to interact; in fact, it is this man to whom Jesus offers healing.
What is interesting about this passage is what is missing. In an apparent contradiction of contemporary
medical practice, Jesus devotes no time or energy to interviewing the “patient” or to
compiling/reviewing a patient history. At first glance, there is no establishment of a relationship. Or is
there? Perhaps Jesus is already sensitive to the more obvious aspects of the patient’s history: lacking
assistance, others get into the stirred waters ahead of him and receive the healing for which he waits
and hopes.
Perhaps Jesus’ actions were grounded in his intuitive observations and understanding of the man’s sitz
im leben – the totality of his life situation. Might it be that Jesus already possessed a far deeper
awareness of the man’s true case than even a detailed clinical evaluation might have offered? Perhaps
Jesus intuitively perceived in the man a sense of denial or “victim mentality.” Could this explain the
absence of an interview or patient history in Jesus’ interaction with the man – the absence of a need for
establishing a long‐standing trusting relationship through which gradual change might in fact be
effected? Could it be that the “cure” Jesus envisioned for this man involved a radical change to his
story?
The Gospels make it clear Jesus was a true student of the human condition. As such, Jesus consistently
demonstrated an impressive innate ability to relate to a wide variety of people in vastly differing life
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circumstances. Perhaps in his sensitivity to the totality of the man’s situation, Jesus had no need to
glean “clinical” information.
Speaking at “Formation, Flourishing, and Friendship with God,” the annual meeting of the Health
Ministries Association on June 22, 2006, Allen Verhey delivered an address entitled, Scriptural
Embodiment: The Body and the Bible. In that address Verhey stated:
It is not my claim that the biomedical view of the body is
always inappropriate, but it is my claim that when richer
accounts of the body are forgotten or neglected or denied,
medicine distorts the meaning of “care” and the covenant
between patient and caregiver. And it is my claim that certain
habits of the mind and heart are formed by the biomedical
view of the body, habits that reduce the self to body and
reduce the body to manipulable nature, habits that can
celebrate scientific and technological progress but cannot
discern what ends to seek with the great powers medicine
provides or how to use those great powers without violating
the human material upon which they work.
Rather than spending time performing a detailed clinical evaluation of the patient, Jesus cuts to the
heart of the matter. He asked a simple yet profound question of the ailing man, albeit a question not
frequently heard in the practice of contemporary healthcare: “Do you want to be made well?” It is a
question that calls for a seemingly simple “yes or no” answer. After all, doesn’t everyone want to be
well?
At first glance it may seem a simple question, but the man does not respond to Jesus with a simple
answer. Instead, he attempts to explain why he has not been healed. He offers Jesus reasons
(excuses?) to explain the absence of healing in his life. He is obviously far more comfortable explaining
his lack of wellness than he is pondering what might be required if he is to become well. Jesus’ response
to the man is brief and extremely direct: “Stand up, take your mat and walk.”
What is interesting here is that in his interaction with the man, Jesus requires him to participate in the
process of receiving healing and being made whole. Notice the man is required to do three things: he
must stand up (make a volitional decision to change), he must pick up his mat (take definitive personal
action), and he must walk (change the way he lives). If he is to receive the healing he claims so
passionately to seek, the man must exercise faith, practice trust, choose to change, invest himself, take
action, and be willing to live in the new reality change will produce.
How often have we encountered people who are ill and/or suffering from one or more chronic health
conditions, and who are more than willing to share the history of their illness and to document, to their
own satisfaction, the reasons they are not well? In the case of certain physical conditions those reasons
may be quite valid. But what if we could move the discussion beyond simply the physical condition?
What if we were able to move our conversations beyond simply a search for a physical cure to a deeper
quest for healing and true wholeness? Might not both patient and practitioner benefit from less
conversation about health symptoms/conditions and more dialogue about wellness?
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In today’s society, neither personal responsibility nor accountability are popular topics. Likewise, calls
for deliberate lifestyle choices that are known to facilitate health and wellness are far from popular.
Many people simply choose not to practice those behaviors, or to make choices known to improve
health, prevent illness, and facilitate wellness. Perhaps we would all do well to reflect upon Jesus’
simple yet profound question, “Do you want to be made well?”
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SOME THOUGHTS ON HEALTH, WELL‐BEING, AND WELLNESS – AND DISEASE
With the simple click of a television remote control or the pressing of a computer’s power button, a
consumer is instantly exposed to numerous advertisements for products and behaviors claiming an
ability to improve “health.” Use this, do that (or both) and you will feel better, experience increased
satisfaction with one or more aspects of your life, look younger and live longer. Experience the joy of
better health, and obtain relief from the pain and suffering associated with specific illnesses and/or
diseases. Perhaps, when confronting a dilemma or challenging decision in our own lives we have been
advised by a close friend or relative, “ Well, for your own well‐being and peace of mind, you might want
to consider . . . “? Well‐being? What exactly does that term mean?
What do we mean by health, well‐being, and wellness? What is meant by the word disease? All too
often, the first three are easily substituted one for the other, while the last one, disease, is understood
as simply the absence of the previous three. In the next section of this report we will take a closer look
at these terms in an attempt to provide clearer understanding and deeper meaning to words that have
become too casually, and imprecisely used in modern parlance.
The Episcopal Clergy Wellness Report
The Episcopal Clergy Wellness Report of June 2006, developed by the CREDO Institute, Inc., defines
health, well‐being, and wellness, as “three terms that are often used interchangeably and which can
create some confusion.” On pages 21 to 23 of their report, the writers offer the following definitions.
Health. Traditionally, “health” has been defined mostly in terms of medically established, satisfactory
levels of physiological or psychological indicators (i.e., physical, mental, and emotional health). Its focus
has been the absence of disease – or the symptoms of disease – or the absence of the negative, a
pathological focus (Emmet, 1991). More recently, health has been defined by the World Health
Organization (1998) as a “state of complete physical, mental, and social well‐being and not merely the
absence of disease or infirmity” – or the presence of the positive (cited in Dana and Griffin, 1999, p. 361).
The Episcopal Clergy Wellness Model upholds this positive emphasis and defines health in terms of
“specific physiological or psychological indicators” (Dana and Griffin, 1999, p. 364), not only when they
suggest pathological concern, but primarily in positive terms of reaching healthy levels of these
indicators.
Well‐being. Well‐being is defined as a holistic term that goes beyond specific symptom indicators of
physical, mental, emotional health to consider the attitudinal states that shape the “whole person” –
the individual’s overall positive frame and outlook toward life, work, and prospects for happiness. Thus,
a positive focus toward wellness is fostered by defining well‐being in terms of a positive attitude toward
life and its potential opportunities. Key indicators of well‐being are variables such as:
♦ Career/vocation satisfaction, which is an attitudinal measure of one’s self‐evaluation of
satisfaction with a range of career/vocational issues.
♦ Spiritual well‐being which incorporates two dimensions: religious well‐being and existential
well‐being.
♦ The adult APGAR scale, which is a concise yet rich measure of one’s general sense of well‐
being. It has roots in medical research and provides a useful complement to other social‐
science‐based measures.
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Wellness. The broadest term that encompasses both health and well‐being – an overarching or
umbrella term that takes into account the past, current, and desired future status of the individual’s
health and well‐being.
In sum, health (physiological and psychological components) is a factor to be weighed in well‐being, but
well‐being pushes health indicators into the background and instead puts into the foreground attitudinal
states that shape a positive, holistic outlook. Thus, health and well‐being emphasize relatively different
domains, although they are not completely independent. Taken together, both health and well‐being
projected from the past, through the present, into a desired or potential future (hope), describe the
state of an individual’s overall wellness.
At first sight, it is odd that the laws governing life’s responses at such different levels as a cell, a whole
person, or even a nation should be so essentially similar.
‐ Hans Seyle
Toward An Expanded Definition Of Health
The Reverend Richard P. Ellerbrake, from Lebanon, Illinois, has identified ten components as part of an
Expanded Definition of Health. He says:

If I am healthy, I have
1.

sufficient absence of injury or disease processes so that my basic functioning
operates without significant impairment (the traditional view of health).

2.

awareness of and reliance upon the life force within me, which often makes for growth and
in the event of illness for recuperation. (Call it a positive attitude.)

3.

a sense that I belong to others, and a desire to contribute to the common good. (Call it an
other‐centered attitude).

4.

understanding that I am more than a product of history: that I cannot only cope with the
flow of events, but also participate in shaping them. (I am a co‐creator.)

5.

interactions with others in such a way that my self‐constancy, stability, and individuality are
not dissolved even under threat. (My ego is intact.)

6.

a sense of integrity; that is, I function as a unit and am not self‐destructing. (I have
direction, focus, and purpose.)

7.

a sense of the value of life and of living as a steward, not an owner. (I am optimistic and
free because nothing belongs to me; I have nothing to lose; I can live sacrificially.)

8.

a view of life which acknowledges dependency as a part of reality, and rejoices in it; which
recognizes gifts, including the gift of God’s love, mercy, and ever‐present Spirit and
gratefully accepts them; which accepts creature‐hood and does not attempt to usurp the
Creator. (I am open, receptive, and expectant, as befits a child of God.)
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9.

an appreciation of living sub specie aeternitatis1 (from the aspect of eternity), which allows
me to find security in the hope and expectation of life‐everlasting, not in everlasting life. (I
can hang loose through all the adversities of life because my perspective is eternal.)

10.

embraced mystery and ambiguity as welcome friends. (“For now we see in a mirror dimly,
but then face to face.”)2
Ten Principles of Health and Disease

In a 1996 Alban Institute publication, Peter Steinke speaks to “Ten Principles of Health and Disease”
(pages 15‐21) in his book, Healthy Congregations: A Systems Approach. He discusses how these
principles of individual health and disease are akin to principles of health and wellness within
organizations – specifically churches. These ten principles are:
1. Wholeness is not attainable. But it can be approximated. The human body is always working to
maintain a balance in its chemistry and in the functioning of its many parts. The balancing act of
health is temporary for health varies over time; and both organisms and organizations must
adapt to disturbances and challenges to their balance. Wholeness is not achievable in an
imperfect world.
2. Illness is the necessary complement to health. It is all right to be sick, feel burdened, and be
down. Illness and health are not opposites. They are complements. Disease should not be
viewed as something to necessarily avoid or interpret as a sign of weakness. Illness is necessary
to health, though illness does not guarantee health.
3. The body has innate healing abilities. No one can give an individual and/or congregation –
what they don’t already have. Healing comes from inside, not outside. Healing is the natural
attempt to restore wholeness when wholeness is lost. . . The healing capacities of the body are
operating continuously. Regeneration is the most fundamental feature of living organisms.
4. Agents of disease are not causes of disease. By themselves, pathogens are not able to induce
sickness. All pathogens need a host cell to arouse the disease process. Disease is essentially
the result of the host’s response to the bacteria/virus. All disease processes are enabled. . . and
as in organisms, “bugs” alone do not cause disease in organizations.
5. All illness is biopsychosocial. Health is a mysterious mix of factors and conditions. We are
mind‐bodies in environments. Just as health is a power‐sharing arrangement between
physiology, pathology, psychology, emotional history, social context, doctors and nurses, and
medicine, the health of a congregation is a power‐sharing arrangement where attitudes count.
Working together counts. Faithfulness matters. Mood and tone are significant.
6. The subtle precedes the gross. Short of prevention, early treatment is the best treatment.
Everything in creation starts small and grows, including conditions of disease. Early warnings
1
2

Benedict de Spinoza, The Ethics: V
1st Corinthians 13:12a
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come from small disturbances. When disturbances are still local and small, they are more
treatable. Their peak is not so high; their duration is not so long. The deeper into its course a
disease proceeds, the stronger the means needed to stifle or reverse it. And so it is with
congregations, who are subject to the same principle.
7. Everybody is different. Individual differences are common. People are biochemically unique.
People’s responses to drugs and food vary. Universal applicability of any one form of treatment
is not possible. While congregations share many functions and purposes, each congregation,
however, has its own nuances, particularities, special stories, fitting moments, and historical
twists and turns. No remedy will necessarily address every congregation’s issues.
8. A healthy circulatory system is the keystone of health and healing. Feedback systems promote
health.
9. Breathing properly is nourishing to the whole body. Breathing is a vital function of health. To
survive, the cells of the body need the oxygen breath supplies. Not surprisingly, breath has been
hewn from the same word as spirit in many languages. At one time the soul was believed to be
located in the diaphragm. Balance comes out of disorder as the spirit hovered over the chaos in
Genesis 1 and Jesus breathed on the apostles, giving them authority concerning special healing,
to forgive sins in his name. The Spirit of God and the spirit of the people nourish congregational
life.
10. The brain is the largest secreting organ of the body, the health maintenance organization
(HMO) of the body. The brain has the power to regulate all bodily functions by using dozens of
chemical messages that are sent via neurotransmitters. These messengers hook up the brain
with the nervous system, endocrine system, and the immune system. Steinke quotes Robert
Ornstein, noted author of many books about the brain and states: “To understand health is to
understand the continual role of the brain in maintaining the resistance of the body.” Making
the analogy to congregations, the leaders in the church are like the brain’s functioning in the
body – they are in the position to influence the emotional field (the followers) in far reaching
ways. A healthy body relies on proper channels from the brain to the body parts as well as
commitment from individual cells to do the will of the head.
Health Is Membership
Building on a greater and broader understanding of health and wellness rather than an isolated
individual focus, Wendell Berry, Kentucky farmer and well‐known author of more than 40 works of
fiction, nonfiction, and poetry, writes the following in his speech, Health is Membership, delivered at the
conference, “Spirituality and Healing”, Louisville, Kentucky, on October 17, 1994:
From our constant and increasing concerns about health, you
can tell how seriously diseased we are. Health, as we may
remember from at least some of the days of our youth, is at
once wholeness and a kind of unconsciousness. Disease
(disease), on the contrary, makes us conscious not only of the
state of our health but of the division of our bodies and our
world into parts. The word "health," in fact, comes from the
same Indo‐European root as "heal," "whole," and "holy". To
‐9‐

be healthy is literally to be whole; to heal is to make whole. I
don't think mortal healers should be credited with the power
to make holy. But I have no doubt that such healers are
properly obliged to acknowledge and respect the holiness
embodied in all creatures, or that our healing involves the
preservation in us of the spirit and the breath of God.
If we were lucky enough as children to be surrounded by
grown‐ups who loved us, then our sense of wholeness is not
just the sense of completeness in ourselves but also is the
sense of belonging to others and to our place; it is an
unconscious awareness of community, of having in common.
It may be that this double sense of singular integrity and of
communal belonging is our personal standard of health for as
long as we live. Anyhow, we seem to know instinctively that
health is not divided. . . (1‐2).
Berry sees the whole problem of health in soil, plant, animal, and humanity as one great subject.
Interestingly enough, Peter Steinke includes the following quote from Wendell Berry’s speech in his own
book, “I believe that the community – in the fullest sense: a place and all its creatures – is the smallest
unit of health and that to speak of the health of an isolated individual is a contradiction of terms.”
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CAUSES OF DEATH AND CAUSES OF LIFE
Community Health Needs Map
In 1996, Dr. Randy Johnson, then, a public health physician in Michigan, developed the Community
Health Needs Map. This map has been circulated throughout the ranks of faith community nursing
(formerly known as parish nursing) since its inception. The adjacent page contains an adaptation of Dr.
Johnson’s original map that was created by Virginia United Methodist Communications. What follows
below is a narrative description of the map.
Looking at the map three dimensionally, one observes three quadrants or boxes:
Ten Leading Causes of Death
The outer quadrant, lists many of the typical “diseases” that people present with when they enter the
health care system – diabetes, heart disease, liver disease, pneumonia/influenza, stroke, cancer, etc.
These are the diseases hospitals and healthcare systems treat.
Nine Actual Causes of Death
The middle quadrant lists those “agents” that contribute to the development of the diseases cited in the
outer quadrant ‐ firearms, tobacco, alcohol, drugs, diet/exercise habits, etc. The uses of these agents
are addressed by some institutions and organizations in healthcare systems as well as by faith
communities through their various ministries.
Eight Root Causes of Death
The innermost quadrant lists those “states” of life that lead to the use of the agents shown in the middle
quadrant, and that contribute to the development of the diseases cited in the outer quadrant ‐
anger/frustration, powerlessness, hopelessness, meaningless existence, stress, low self‐esteem, etc.
Faith communities can and should play a key role in addressing these life states.
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A Vit al Partnership
When we rush into premature solutions and subsequently intervene, we create care that can be
temporary and superficial. Rarely will such acts of helping meet the needs intended and convey the
friendship and love that is necessary for long term relational caring. The map below was created by
Randy Johnson (1996, a public health physician in Michigan). This map depicts the ten leading causes of
death in the United States and the eight associated root causes. The challenge to the church, hospitals,
and communities at large is to either nurture the core boxes (root causes) or forever “band‐aid” the outer
boxes of disease and despair. Realizing that each level of boxes affects the others mutually, we seek
trust through relationships in order to create the sanctuary of community that affirms, loves, and heals.
‐ Anne Packett, BSN, MA, FCN
Health Educator
Caring Communities ‐ Duke Divinity School

To Love is not to give o f you r ri ches bu t t o reve al t o ot he rs t hei r ri c hes , the ir g ifts ,
the ir valu e; a nd to tr us t t he m i n t hei r ca pa cit y to gro w.
Jean Vanier, Founder L’Arche Community
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I have set before you life and death,
blessings and cursings; therefore

choose life,
that both you and your descendants
may live.
Deuteronomy 30:19; NRSV

I have come that they might

have life
and have it abundantly.
John 10:10; NRSV
Leading Causes Of Life
In a time when almost all social commentary asks us to contemplate our needs, problems, and
deficiencies ‐ the causes of death – this wonderfully readable volume guides us to another powerful set
of realities, those which produce life and hope.
‐ Dr. Jody Kretzmann
Asset Based Community Development Institute
Northwestern University
Dr. Kretzmann’s quote is taken from the preface to the text, Leading Causes of Life written by Dr. Gary
Gunderson with Larry Pray. The Reverend Dr. Gunderson is the Director of the Interfaith Health
Program and Senior Vice President of Methodist Le Bonheur Healthcare. The Reverend Larry Pray is a
pastor with the United Church of Christ and the Senior Pastoral Scholar for Methodist Le Bonheur
Healthcare. For Dr. Kretzmann, this text “leads us through wonderful stories of hope, imagination and
courage – all of which lead to the regeneration of both community and individual life.”
In their text, Dr. Gunderson and Reverend Pray discuss exactly what their title suggests: their
understanding of the leading causes of life. They discuss five such causes: connection, coherence,
agency, blessing, and hope. Here are some thoughts they offer about each of these “causes”:
Connection can best be understood when we realize humans
are social creatures. Capable of only brief episodes of
solitude, human life thrives on our social connections to each
other. In fact, human life is only found in the extraordinary
number of connections humans make with their families,
friends, neighbors, faith members, and fellow citizens.
Connections are like the breath of air on which our very lives
depend (63).
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Coherence can be described as a master narrative held so
deeply that goes beneath language and into consciousness.
Simply put, coherence is a sense that life makes sense, that
what happens is comprehensible, that events are not random
but, at least, somewhat predictable as a whole. Life is a whole
that is not hostile. . . . It is a sense of belonging and finding
meaning that is necessary for all forms of human life, including
the institutions that grow from our relationships (89, 94).
Agency is a generative force that inevitably leads to the
matter of call. It gives traction to three questions, “What am I
to do with my life?”, “What have I been called to do?”, and,
“Am I doing it?” Agency is the human capacity to do . . . and
it is a gift (107, 109).
Of all the Leading Causes of Life blessing is perhaps the most
dependent on its companions: hope, agency, coherence, and
connection. A blessing that doesn’t lead to hope isn’t a
blessing at all – it is a curse. There is no such thing as a
blessing that doesn’t lead to change or renewed affirmation. It
is in the very nature of blessing to announce a worldview.
Without connection blessings cannot happen. One cannot
bless oneself. Blessings are received from others or given to
others. . . Blessings have an unpredictable and even ferocious
power to change the way we envision life and ourselves.
Because we do not own them, their nature cannot be
predicted. . . Where can you find blessing? Look for the other
Leading Causes of Life and you’ll see it. Where you see agency
being expressed between generations, you’ll find persons
filled with a deep sense of being blessed, and blessing that just
seems like common sense to each of them (123‐125, 132).
Of all the five Leading Causes of Life, only one requires an
adjective if we are to discern its true meaning. That cause is
hope. And the adjective is “informed”. Informed hope is a
leading cause of life. Wishful thinking will not suffice.
Optimism devoid of reality can bring us both to denial and
despair. But informed hope is grounded in life itself. It is not
an event. It is a process. It is not afraid of discouraging facts.
It knows that magical thinking is often an escape from life
whereas informed hope is of life. Informed hope has a way of
saying, “Yes, these untoward events have happened, and
there is no way to turn back time. But you still have a life to
live. Live it!” (133).
It is the combination of the Leading Causes of Life that makes
sustainable, vital, and generative life possible. You certainly
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can have just one cause of life, but if you don’t have the
others the life probably won’t last very long (79‐80).
In their book, Gunderson and Pray include diagrammatic representations and explanations of the causes
of death ‐ similar to the previously referenced Community Health Needs Map – and contrast these with
the causes of life. Those diagrams are provided below.
Gunderson and Pray speak to the first model, one that focuses on the causes of death, as building a
fellowship around a particular and preferred pathology that conjures up names and images of suffering
and decay that dominate; consequently, the fellowship is consumed by the search for strategies of
engaging, preventing, and ameliorating the brokenness they describe. These pathology‐oriented groups
tend to become support groups, tightly wrapped around their shared problem (152).
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The second model looks at a way of living life grounded in a different way of being together, a way in
which we are pulled toward each other and at the same time toward transformation. This new way of
being together can be described as “webs of transformation”. Community transformation happens as a
result of individual transformation, and people are drawn toward each other because of their hope for
both kinds of transformation (153). What assets does the Virginia Conference have that could be
substituted for the assets listed below?

A web forms around some functional kind of connection based on a shared project. Life begins to spin
and weave, a shared meaning emerges, and agency expresses itself beyond the expectations of all those
involved.
Gunderson and Pray go on to reference the work of Dr. Corey Keyes of Emory University (172‐174). A
sociologist working mostly in the field of mental health, Keyes states that mental health is not simply a
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continuum running between terrible [severe mental illness] and terrific [mentally healthy/well‐adjusted]
with the majority of people somewhere in the middle. Rather, he postulates a dual continuum: the first
ranging from no negative symptoms to death; the second ranging from no symptoms of thriving to what
he calls “abundant thriving life.” In the case of this second continuum, languishing is seen as the
opposite of thriving.

From a practical perspective, Keyes – along with Gunderson and Pray – suggests attention must be paid
to both continuums ‐ helping people move away from the negative end of the spectrum by using all the
tools of healing and treatment that can be applied ‐ (beating back death or at least keeping it at bay);
and focusing on those things that help people along the path toward positive health – toward thriving.
It is irresponsible to do just one without thinking about the other.
Leading Causes of Life is an important text in helping to foster a deeper understanding of what it means
to be healthy and well. The author strongly recommends it to those who will be involved with the
challenge of improving the wellness and well‐being of clergy and their families.
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As you ought not to attempt to cure the eyes
without the head, or the head without the body,
so neither ought you to attempt to cure the
body without the soul . . .
for the part can never be well
unless the whole is well . . .
And therefore, if the head and body are to be
well, you must begin by curing the soul.
‐ PLATO
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FAMILY SYSTEMS THEORY
From atom to organism to person, the pattern that meets us in nature is that of connection and contact.
In the world of living organisms, isolation is nowhere met.
‐ Larry Dossey, MD
If this . . . then . . . what?
“If we could just fix the clergy, then everything
would be fine.”
“If we could just straighten out our dysfunctional
churches, then all of our problems would be solved.”
“If Conference leaders would just do what they are
supposed to do, then everything else would fall into
place.”
“If the denomination would decide who we are and
what we believe, then things would be much
better.”
Do any or all of the above statements sound familiar? Commonplace? Not only do such statements
however inadvertently play the “blame game”, they are completely unproductive in bringing about any
kind of real change or sustained “transformation” ‐ particularly when the goal is to improve the overall
health and wellness of the Church and the pastors we claim to love and respect so much.
One of the fundamental hallmarks of The United Methodist Church is its connectional nature. Quite
simply, this means that every person and every group in every layer at every level is related or
connected in some way to another person or another group on another level or in another layer of the
organization. The connectional church is a system ‐ a human family system ‐ and as such, no one person
or group can be assessed, evaluated, identified or analyzed in isolation from the other members of the
system.
To assign blame for a problem to a single person or group is to miss the opportunity for resolution and
growth. While the focus of this Health and Wellness Assessment was on clergy and their families, a
comprehensive approach was used to examine multiple aspects of the personal and vocational lives of
clergy and their spouses within the context of a variety of systems – their own families, their
neighborhoods and communities, their/their spouses’ church/ministry settings, and the larger District
and Conference environments in which they live and serve.
Bowen Family Systems Theory
Literally, volumes have been written about a theory that has come to be known as Bowen Family
Systems Theory. This paradigm was used initially by mental health professionals seeking to assist nuclear
families experiencing stress. This family stress was typically understood to be “caused” or “manifested”
by one of its members.
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The theory originated with Dr. Murray Bowen, a psychiatrist who lived from 1913 to 1990. His theory,
developed in the 1950's and refined throughout Dr. Bowen’s life, became a new way of understanding
the nuclear family as a system. After reading extensively about Dr. Bowen’s theory, the author found
the most succinct description of the theory contained within two websites: the Bowen Center website
(thebowencenter.org) and the Center for the Study of Human Systems website (hsystems.org). What
follows is a combined summary of the theory.
Bowen family systems theory is a theory of human behavior
that views the family as an emotional unit and uses systems
thinking to describe the complex interactions in the unit. It is
the nature of a family that its members are intensely
connected emotionally. Often people feel distant or
disconnected from their families, but this is more feeling than
fact. Family members so profoundly affect each other's
thoughts, feelings, and actions that it often seems as if people
are living under the same "emotional skin." People solicit each
other's attention, approval, and support and react to each
other's needs, expectations, and distress. The connectedness
and reactivity make the functioning of family members
interdependent. A change in one person's functioning is
predictably followed by reciprocal changes in the functioning
of others. Families differ somewhat in the degree of
interdependence, but it is always present to some degree.
The emotional interdependence presumably evolved to
promote the cohesiveness and cooperation families require to
protect, shelter, and feed their members. Heightened tension,
however, can intensify these processes that promote unity
and teamwork, and this can lead to problems.
When family members get anxious, the anxiety can escalate
by spreading infectiously among them. As anxiety goes up, the
emotional connectedness of family members becomes more
stressful than comforting. Eventually, one or more members
feel overwhelmed, isolated, or out of control. These are the
people who accommodate the most to reduce tension in
others. It is a reciprocal interaction. For example, a person
takes too much responsibility for the distress of others in
relationship to their unrealistic expectations of him. The one
accommodating the most literally "absorbs" anxiety and thus
is the family member most vulnerable to problems such as
depression, alcoholism, affairs, or physical illness.
The theory also includes eight interlocking concepts: triangles,
differentiation of self, nuclear family emotional system, family
projection process, multigenerational transmission process,
emotional cutoff, sibling position, and societal emotional
process. Dr. Bowen formulated the theory by using systems
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thinking to integrate knowledge of the human species as a
product of evolution with knowledge from family research. A
core assumption is that an emotional system that evolved
over several billion years governs human relationship systems.
People have a "thinking brain," language, a complex
psychology and culture, but people still do all the ordinary
things other forms of life do. The emotional system affects
most human activity and is the principal driving force in the
development of clinical problems. Knowledge of how the
emotional system operates in one's family, work, and social
systems reveals new and more effective options for solving
problems in each of these areas.
The tremendous usefulness of the theory in the lives of
individuals and families gave rise to a new and more effective
psychotherapy. Organizations such as businesses and
congregations have used the ideas with great benefit.
Leadership training based on Bowen theory is proving to have
effectiveness for those in religious, business, educational and
other types of organizations.
The previously mentioned Center for the Study of Human Systems is directed by Roberta Gilbert, MD,
and began in 1998 when a major denomination in Virginia asked Dr. Gilbert to design a leadership
training program for its ministers.
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Healthy Congregations: A Systems Approach
Referring back to the text, Healthy Congregations: A Systems Approach, on page 11 Dr Steinke offers a
comparison of two ways of thinking: separate parts thinking and systems thinking.

Steinke notes, ”The resulting anxiety that inevitably flows from the heightened tension of stress, can
become infectious.”
When anxiety becomes infectious, Dr. Steinke says any of the following might be true of a system. In
considering the following list of attitudes and/or behaviors, do you feel any of these characteristics
currently exist within the Virginia Conference, its districts, its churches, pastors and/or laity?
Polarization, rigid opposition, all‐
or‐nothing thinking
Serious tone, tense mood
Scapegoating, blaming, criticizing
Yearning for quick fixes,
impatience

Black‐and‐white, either/or thinking
Group think, being stuck together
Lack of curiosity
Magical thinking (everything will
be all right)
Leaders don’t take stands
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Withdrawal, cut‐offs, distancing
Crisis orientation
Indecisiveness
Unbelievably selfish behavior
Diagnosis of others
Looking for clear causes

Increases in attacks, sense of
urgency
Vague, nebulous complaints
Loss of broad perspective
Magnification of differences
Unwillingness to learn
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MASLOW’S HIERARCHY OF NEEDS
Abraham Maslow’s original Hierarchy of Needs model was developed between 1943‐1954. It was
initially published in his 1943 article, “A Theory of Human Motivation” in Psychological Review 50 and
later in the more widely publication Motivation and Personality in 1954. At this time the Hierarchy of
Needs model comprised five needs. This original version remains for most people the definitive
Hierarchy of Needs.
Quoting from her entry in the Encyclopedia of Nursing and Allied Health, Denise L. Schmutte, PhD,
defines and describes the different aspects of this theoretical model.
Definition
Maslow's hierarchy of needs is a theory of motivation and
personality developed by the psychologist Abraham H.
Maslow (1908‐1970). Maslow's hierarchy explains human
behavior in terms of basic requirements for survival and
growth. These requirements, or needs, are arranged according
to their importance for survival and their power to motivate
the individual. The most basic physical requirements, such as
food, water, or oxygen, constitute the lowest level of the need
hierarchy. These needs must be satisfied before other, higher
needs become important to individuals. Needs at the higher
levels of the hierarchy are less oriented towards physical
survival and more toward psychological well‐being and
growth. These needs have less power to motivate persons,
and they are more influenced by formal education and life
experiences. The resulting hierarchy of needs is often depicted
as a pyramid, with physical survival needs located at the base
of the pyramid and needs for self‐actualization located at the
top (1).
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Physiological needs: These are the basic requirements for
human physical survival. They include such essentials as
food, water, shelter, oxygen, and sleep. When these needs
are unmet, human beings will focus on satisfying them
and will ignore higher needs.
Safety needs: Once the individual's basic physical needs
are met, his or her needs for safety emerge. These include
needs for a sense of security and predictability in the
world. The person tries to maintain the conditions that
allow him or her to feel safe and avoid danger. Maslow
thought that inadequate fulfillment of these needs might
explain neurotic behavior and other emotional problems
in some people.
Love and belonging needs: When the individual's
physiological and safety needs are met, needs for love and
belongingness emerge. These needs include longings for
an intimate relationship with another person as well as
the need to belong to a group and to feel accepted.
Maslow emphasized that these needs involve both giving
and receiving love.
Esteem needs: Esteem needs include both self‐esteem and
the esteem of others. Self‐esteem is the feeling that one is
worthwhile, competent, and independent. The esteem of
others involves the feeling that other people respect and
appreciate the person. Once the person has satisfied his or
her basic needs, concerns about worthiness emerge. The
focus becomes not just surviving, but doing well according
to meaningful communal standards.
Self‐actualization needs: These are the needs associated
with realizing one's full potential. As these needs emerge,
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the person focuses on doing what he or she is meant to do
in life—developing his or her talents and abilities to their
fullest extent (1‐2).
Other Considerations, Viewpoints, and Implications of the Model
Maslow did describe other needs not defined in his original hierarchy. These included cognitive needs,
such as curiosity and scientific interest, as well as aesthetic needs, which include the need for beauty
and order. Upon further study, Maslow also discovered a range of needs that extend beyond self‐
actualization and referred to these needs as transcendence needs. These were needs/desires that
contribute to human welfare and for finding higher purpose and meanings in life (2). Later adaptations
of the model by others include these needs as additional levels.
While stipulating his theory, Maslow allowed for flexibility in his model. He believed the model did not
have to be strictly adhered to ‐ a person could meet lower level needs reasonably well and be able to
focus on higher levels of needs. However, complete satisfaction of needs at one level may not be
possible or necessary and lower needs may be ignored in favor of higher ones (2).
Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, like other humanistic theories, focuses on the positive, growth‐oriented
aspects of human behavior and he believed no theory of human personality could be complete without
a thorough study of healthy functioning (2).
Maslow’s need hierarchy provides a helpful way to understand human motivation in many settings.
Maslow proposed many changes in business management in order to make workplaces more responsive
to the needs of workers. It has been used in medical and social welfare settings as a guideline for
understanding the concerns of people suffering from physical illness, disabilities, and other life
problems. The theory is frequently applied in educational and career counseling, in which it is used to
help clients select appropriate goals for their lives (3).
Maslow’s theory has been criticized because it is difficult to evaluate objectively. Many of the
phenomena that Maslow describes are subjective and difficult to quantify. Maslow acknowledged the
difficulties associated with studies based on his concepts that often focus on value‐laden topics (3). His
emphasis on a strict hierarchical ordering of human needs has not held up well in other respects
because it has never been empirically substantiated. Human beings are influenced by a wide range of
needs and motives and are shaped to a considerable extent by their cultures. People may strive to
satisfy simultaneous needs, may not seek the fulfillment of “higher” needs once “lower” needs have
been met, and the drive to satisfy “higher” needs takes precedence over “lower” needs more frequently
than Maslow thought. Culturally, the concept of “self” is more individualistic in Western societies,
whereas it incorporates family relationships in Eastern cultures. Maslow’s hierarchy of needs reflects
the values of twentieth‐century Western middle‐class males; it is not culture‐neutral and is therefore
not universally applicable to all periods of human history or to all contemporary societies (4).
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THEORIES OF HEALTH BEHAVIOR
We are beginning to see human behavior is nothing short of a fascinating and complex phenomenon.
How and why people change any of their behaviors or habits has been the subject of much individual
and institutional research. But is health‐related behavior really any different than any other behavior?
According to Mark Edberg, there is no reason to think it is.
In his 2007 text, Essentials of Health Behavior: Social and Behavioral Theory in Public Health, Mark
Edberg, PhD, Associate Professor with The George Washington University School of Public Health
specifically addresses health behavior. He notes:
There is an entire field of study and practice concerned with
the complex nature of health behavior, with a goal of
implementing programs and interventions that seek to
promote change in behavior in order to improve the health of
the public or a segment of the public. . . . Most of these
programs and interventions rely on a body of knowledge
about what motivates and influences human behavior.. . . In
other words, why do people behave in healthy (or unhealthy)
ways? Why do people do what they do?” (4)
A number of theories proposed in the public health arena focus on individuals’ thought processes before
taking any health‐related action. All of these theories take into account the fact that “decisions people
make to take or not take action are based on cues, references, and information from their social,
physical, and cultural environment” (35).
Below is a summary of several basic theories, as outlined by Edberg, focusing on the individual as the
primary source of behavior. Bear in mind, the definition of what constitutes an individual or individual
behavior and motivation is philosophical in nature, for we are the genetic products of our families and
environmental products of the social and cultural world around us. Following these individual theories
will be a discussion of a second set of theories ‐ those theories that address the larger context in which
we live our lives as a basis for understanding how and why health‐related behavior does or does not
change.
Individual Theories
The Health Belief Model (HBM)
Originated in the 1950’s from the work of U.S. Public Health Service (USPHS) social psychologists
Godfrey Hachbaum, Irwin Rosenstock, and Stephen Kegels. The HBM is known as a value expectancy
model, referring to the assumption that people will engage in healthy behavior if 1) they value the
outcome (being healthy) related to the behavior, and 2) they think that the behavior is likely to result in
that outcome (37).
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Health behavior is motivated by four (perceived) factors:
Perceived Susceptibility
Perceived Severity
Perceived Benefits
Perceived Barriers
Cues to Action
Self‐Efficacy

The degree to which a person feels at risk for a health problem.
The degree to which a person believes the consequences of the health
problem will be severe.
The positive outcomes a person believes will result from the action.
The negative outcomes a person believes will result from the action.
An external event that motivates a person to act.
A person’s belief in his or her ability to take action.
Critique of the HB Model

♦ The HBM primarily focuses on individual decisions, and does not address social and environmental
factors. It assumes an internal, rational process wherein individuals assess their degree of risk and make
a cost‐benefit calculation about whether or not to engage in the preventive or health‐oriented behavior.
It does involve some element of external, social influence, in the sense that external rewards are
certainly a part of a person’s calculation of benefits and costs.
♦ The HBM assumes that everyone has equal access to, and an equivalent level of, information from
which to make a rational calculation. It does not account for disparities in knowledge, though it could
because programs structured on this model will attempt to provide information to influence a person’s
decisions.
The Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB)
Formerly known as the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA). Proposed initially in the late 1960’s by Fishbein
and later – as TBP ‐ in collaboration with Ajzen. The TBP attempts to pin down the relationship between
people’s attitudes and intentions and their subsequent behaviors; it does not take into account social
conditions (39‐41).
Theory of Reasoned Action (initial theory)
Theory of Planned Behavior
Attitude
Perceived Behavioral Control
• A person’s beliefs about what will happen if he
or she performs the behavior
• Control Beliefs: A person’s beliefs about factors
that will make it easy or difficult to perform the
• A person’s judgment of whether the expected
behavior
outcome is good or bad
Subjective Norms
• A person’s beliefs about what other people in
• Perceived Power: The amount of power a person
his or her social group will think about the
believes he or she has over performing the behavior
behavior
• A person’s motivation to conform to these
perceived norms
Behavioral Intention
• A person’s intention to perform a behavior
• Influenced by attitude, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control, behavioral intention is most
predictive of actual behavior
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Critique of the TRA/TPB Model
♦ Like the HBM, the TRA/TPB assumes that behavior is the output of rational (not necessarily correct),
linear decision‐making processes. It does not account for variables like emotion or “gut instincts” as
decision motivators, nor does it take into account habit, gender, educational level, income or other
demographic data. It speaks to the process of decision‐making in very general terms, because other
important and more specific information is required to utilize the model properly and effectively.
♦ The construct “perceived behavioral control” is very unclear, and so is its relationship to the actual
control a person might have over his or her own behavior. The theoretical construct is framed in terms
of perception, which may or may not actually have anything to do with a person’s ability to exercise
control, other than simply affecting their personal belief/perception.
♦ Time between intent and action is not quantified. What is the duration of a person’s good intent and
their perceived control, in terms of the ability to predict behavior?
The Transtheoretical Model (TTM)
Developed by J. O. Prochaska and C. C. DiClemente in the early 1980’s. Because the framework of this
theory understands change occurring in stages, and since each stage includes aspects of multiple change
theories, it became known as the Transtheoretical Model. A person may enter this continuum of change
at any stage. Order is inherent in this approach and there are a number of change processes that can
contribute to moving an individual from one stage to another, e.g. environmental re‐evaluation (how a
person’s behavior affects/impacts someone else) and counter‐conditioning (facilitating behavior change
by replacing impulses of a desired behavior for those associated with an undesired behavior) (43‐44).

Stage One: Precontemplation

Stage Two: Contemplation

Stage Three: Preparation
Stage Four: Action

Stage Five: Maintenance

Stage Six: Termination

Stages of Change
A person does not intend to take action either because he/she is
unaware there is a problem or because he or she is not, for other
reasons, interested in or motivated to change.
A person is thinking about changing sometime in the future and is
weighing the pros and cons of doing so (known as the decisional
balance).
A person is ready to do something. He or she intends to act soon, and
has some kind of plan or idea about what he or she wants to do.
A person has taken action, and recently, towards change. Not every
action counts – only those actions known to be steps to prevent or
reduce the risks for the health problem being addressed.
A person has made significant change in their behavior in terms of
health risk, and is now focused on keeping that behavior change going,
not slipping back into old habits. Developing self‐efficacy.
A person has truly completed the process of behavior change. Has
fully developed self‐efficacy. Most people who have made a health
behavior change stay somewhere in the maintenance stage.
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Precaution Adoption Process Model (PAPM)
Drawing from the TTM and based on stages of change, Weinstein and Sandman developed this model
specifically to help understand people’s willingness/unwillingness to conduct home radon testing
(published in Health Psychology: 1992 and 1998). The PAPM explicitly states that the proposed stages
occur in order (44‐45).

Stage One: Unaware of the Issue
Stage Two: Unengaged by the Issue

Stage Three: Deciding About Acting

Stage Four: Deciding Not to Act

Stage Five: Deciding to Act

Stage Six: Acting
Stage Seven: Maintenance

Stages of Change
People unlikely to change behavior if there is a simple lack of
knowledge or awareness.
This stage is a distinction between categories of people who, in
TTM are lumped together in the precontemplation stage. These
are people who may know about a behavior related risk but are
not engaged to do anything about it.
People who are aware of and engaged in a health behavior
problem begin to make some decision as to whether they intend
to do something about it.
Deciding not to act is accounted for as a stage. After thinking
about it, people decide they are not going to do anything. This
stage takes people “out of the loop” of the behavior change.
There is no such stage in the TTM.
After thinking about it, some people decide they will do
something. This is not the same as actually taking action. It’s
just the decision to do so.
Taking the action, but not yet maintaining it. Taking it for the
first time.
Adopted from the same stage in TTM. It is continuation of the
behavior, but does not separate the continued effort to keep up
a behavior from the “post‐temptation” termination stage in TTM
where effort is no longer needed.

Critique of the TT and PAP Models
♦ People do not always go through a fixed set of stages, in a straight line, as both the TTM and PAPM
propose. Instead, people often go in circles, moving from one stage to the next, then doubling back and
reentering the process. It is a cyclical process and one does not necessarily reenter the behavior change
path where he or she had previously started and/or exited.
♦ How do you measure what stage people are in? To do so, you have to develop an arbitrary set of
criteria to measure stage, which is easier to do for some stages than others.
We turn our attention to Social, Cultural, and Environmental Theories outlined by Edberg.
Acknowledging the fact that it is not fully possible to make a clear distinction between an “individual”
and one’s “social/environmental context,” Edberg describes this selection of theories as focusing
primarily on social influences and group action. These also can be viewed as addressing “external”
factors and how they interact with/impact individuals. (Note that the previously discussed individual
theories address “internal” factors).
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Social, Cultural, And Environmental Theories
Social Cognitive Theory (SCT)
The original formulation was called Social Learning Theory (SLT); several constructs have been added
since its inception. The roots of SCT can be traced to the 1960’s, and were based on the work of Albert
Bandura. Re‐named SCT in the mid‐1980’s. The key principle was learning by observation or vicarious
learning. The theory was expanded to include the concept of self‐efficacy. Changing a behavior is a
function of the following factors: (52‐54)

Self‐Efficacy
Behavioral Capability
Expectations
Expectancies
Self‐Control
Emotional Coping
Vicarious Learning
Situation
Reinforcement
Reciprocal Determinism

Individual (“Internal”) Characteristics
A person’s confidence that he or she can perform a behavior.
A person’s level of knowledge and skill in relation to a behavior.
What a person thinks will happen if he or she makes a behavior change.
Whether a person thinks the expected outcome is good or likely to be
rewarded.
How much control a person has over making a change.
A person’s ability to deal with emotions involved in a behavior change.
Environmental (“External”) Factors
A person learns by observing the behavior of others and the consequences
of that behavior.
The social/physical environment in which the behavior takes place, and a
person’s perception of those factors.
Positive or negative responses to a person’s behavior.
The iterative process where a person makes a change based on individual
characteristics and social/environmental cues, receives a response, makes
adjustments to his or her behavior, and so on.
Critique of SCT

♦ SCT is very complex. The theory includes numerous constructs, all of which are said to be related to
behavior. Hence, it can be viewed less as a theory than a compilation of multiple, generally related
factors (a theoretical “grab‐bag”). There are no relative weights given to different factors, nor is any
clear statement made relative to the role of each factor and/or when the factor actually comes into
play.
♦ The theory has gone through many evolutions and while its emphasis has shifted from a behaviorist
variant to its current focus on self‐efficacy, all of the components included in previous versions are still
extant within the current theory.
Social Network Theory
First surfaced in theoretical form among sociologists in the 1950’s, related to a study of Norwegian
villages, and has since expanded in numerous directions. Although specific or unique characteristics of
individuals (e.g., attitudes, beliefs, gender, etc.) are not so important to the theory, relationships
between and among individuals are important, as is how the nature of those relationships influences
beliefs and behavior. Examples of the kinds of relationships include family/kin networks, work
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networks, and any other social groups of which the individual is a member. Most common types of
networks include: ego‐centered and full relational. Ego‐centered is a “map” of the social relations
surrounding an individual, typically called an “ego.” The others in the network are referred to as
“alters.” A full relational network includes reciprocal information from other members of the network.
The following components of the Social Network Theory include these relationship characteristics or
qualities: (56‐57)
Centrality vs. marginality of individuals
in the network
Reciprocity of relationships
Complexity or intensity of relationships
in the network

Homogeneity or diversity of people in the
network
Subgroups, cliques, and linkages

Communication patterns in the network

The degree to which a given individual has interactions
with many people in the network, and plays an
important role in network activities.
Are relations one‐way or two‐way?
Is it a network mostly composed of one‐way relations, or
primarily multiplex relationships? Do the people have
relations with several alters, making for a very complex
or dense pattern of interaction?
Are all members family? Are all members male? Or
female? Or is there diversity of types of members?
Are there concentrations of interaction among some
members of the group? What is the nature of these?
Are any members linked to other social networks?
How does information circulate through the network? Is
it viewed equally coming from anyone in the network, or
do some members have more credibility?

Critique of SNT
♦ SNT is a limited theory and approach. It is primarily useful for small or defined group interventions.
Other than disseminating information, it is not feasible to use SNT to promote health behavior change in
a larger population.
♦ Using SNT is labor‐intensive and can be difficult. Identifying networks and conducting interviews is
time consuming, and if looking for full relational data – that is, information from all or a significant
number of network members – confidentiality concerns can become an obstacle.
Social Process Theories and Approaches
Diffusion of Innovations (DOI) and Social Marketing
Edberg discusses these two “theories” together because they are examples of approaches that are less
theory driven and more a description of processes by which behavior tends to change in groups of
people or communities.
Diffusion of Innovations (DOI)
Set out by Everett M. Rogers in 1962. An approach used to address diffusion of technologies,
communication, medical/health technologies and behaviors, and a wide range of other items. The
primary concern is the process by which a behavior makes its way into a population and is (or is not)
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adopted. Diffusion is the process by which an innovation is communicated through certain channels
over time among members of a social system, with the goal of maximizing exposure and reach. The
innovation is the behavior or technology that is perceived by the target population as new. This theory
has characteristics that resemble other stages‐of‐change models (58‐59).
Key Processes in the Dissemination of an Innovation to a Social Group
Innovation Development
Planning, formative research, and testing of a new innovation –
technology or behavior.
Dissemination
Active knowledge transfer from the resource system to the user system
and involves identification of communication and dissemination
channels
Adoption
The “uptake” of the behavior or technology by the intended audience,
requiring movement through stages: knowledge of the innovation,
persuasion or attitude development (about adopting), decision (to
adopt), implementation, and confirmation.
Implementation
The initial use of the practice or technology. Program focus is often on
improving the self‐efficacy and skills of those who have adopted the
behavior or technology.
Maintenance
Focus is on sustainability of the new behavior or use of technology in a
population or group.

Product Attributes That Are Important Determinants of the Speed and Extent of Diffusion
Relative Advantage
Is innovation better than what it will replace?
Compatibility
Does innovation fit with the intended audience?
Complexibility
Is the innovation easy to use?
Trialability
Can the innovation be tried before making the decision to adopt?
Oberservability
Are the results of the innovation observable and easily measurable?
Impact on Social Relations
Does the innovation have a disruptive effect on the social environment?
Reversibility
Can the innovation be reversed or discontinued easily?
Communicability
Can the innovation be understood clearly and easily?
Time
Can the innovation be adopted with a minimal investment of time?
Risk and Uncertainty Level
Can the innovation be adopted with minimal risk and uncertainty?
Commitment
Can the innovation be used effectively with only modest commitment?
Modifiability
Can the innovation be modified and updated over time?
Social Marketing Approach (SMA)
First introduced in the late 1960’s/early 1970’s by Kotler and Zaltman; widely used in the United States
and internationally. A specific approach to health communications and behavior change in groups or
populations, SMA incorporates principles of marketing to achieve health aims. It treats behavior change
as a “product” (60‐61).
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Product
Price
Place
Promotion

Principles of a Social Marketing Approach: The Four “P’s”
What is the behavior or technology being offered? What are its benefits for
the population?
As perceived by the target population, what are the costs involved in
adopting a behavior/using a technology?
How do you distribute or make the behavior or technology easily available to
the target population? Has to do with issues of access and availability.
How do you promote or make the target population aware of the previous
three elements?
Critique of the SMA

♦ Assessing the impact of a social marketing campaign may be difficult, because, if a behavior change is
the goal, tracking exposure to the campaign and assessing the degree to which behaviors, or at least
attitudes, have changed is not always easy.
The next set of theories moves us a little farther out into society and explores a broader context for
behavior. This selection includes the communications, community and organizational mobilization,
political economy, and culture theories.
Communications Theory (CT)
A complete examination of all aspects of this theory is beyond the scope of this summary. However,
some basic principles of CT include: (65‐68)
•
•

•

Communication is an essential function of any organism.
Human communication is almost unique among all organisms in that it is symbolic. Human
beings are able to format and structure a sentence in an endless variety of ways which alter its
meaning and context.
For purposes of health promotion, the most typical forms of communication used are
interpersonal and mass communication. Harold Laswell defined communication as “who says
what in which channel to whom and with what effects.”
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Key Elements of the Communications Process
A sender, who stands in some
relationship to the intended
receiver(s)
⇓

Encodes information
as a message,
for some purpose
⇓

Sends the message via one or more
channels (where the channel itself
may serve as part of the coding of
the message)
⇓

The message makes its way to
the receiver, though it may or
may not arrive exactly as sent

⇓

A receiver, who stands in
some relationship to the
sender, receives the message

⇓

The receiver decodes (interprets) the
message, based on the receiver’s
interpretive tools (including cultural
background, socioeconomic class, gender,
institutional connection)

⇓

The receiver may act based on the
message as interpreted
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Critique of the CT
♦ Sometimes complicated and difficult to assess the impact of a communication effort because there
are may levels of possible impact. One, simple exposure, attempts to quantify the number of intended
audience (recipients) reporting exposure to the message(s) – a number that does not necessarily
translate into behavior change. The next level is to assess how many of the people who were exposed
either thought about or actually made a behavior change – which means tracking a sample of those
exposed for a period of time after the communication campaign – not always an easy thing to do, and an
effort that can become labor intensive.
Community Mobilization and Organizational/Systems Change
According to Dr. Edberg, “for there to be a change in health behavior, in many cases there must first be
a change in the community, in systems (e.g. health care systems), or in organizations relevant to the
situation . . . another social fact that is often present with respect to health behavior change issues –
communities, organizations, and systems can either support or inhibit health behavior change. Thus,
one area of theory and practice has to do with change processes in these larger contextual settings”
(69).
Community Mobilization: Concepts and Factors
Collective action by community members, groups and organizations to:
• Increase community awareness about a health problem
• Increase community awareness about environmental and other risks contributing to the problem
• Advocate for policy changes, increased access to services, or other needs
• Involve and empower the community in the change process
• Proceed through steps: Defining the community, assessing and working with the community’s
capacity for mobilizing, and collaborating with the community agenda and selecting the right issue
Organizational/Systems Change
Edberg notes, “Addressing organizational and systems change is an important health promotion
approach because health promotion, disease prevention, and health care are all accomplished primarily
through organizations (e.g., agencies, hospitals, programs) and systems (e.g., health care systems, linked
service systems, policy coordination systems). Any one of these organizations or systems may be a
facilitator or barrier to resolving a particular health issue” (70).
Organizational Culture: What Is It?
• The purpose of the organization – its mission, as understood by members of the organization. A kind
of corporate or community “self‐image.”
• Values and norms about how that mission should be achieved.
• Codes of behavior in the organization: how to act, and how the behavior codes are related to the
organization’s self‐image (e.g., dedicated, hard‐working, fun‐loving, people‐friendly, etc.)
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• Other related standards by which activity is measured, such as quality, efficiency, service, productivity,
or innovation.
Organizational/Systems Change: Concepts and Factors
Improving the capability of organizations and systems to respond to health issues through a change
process that focuses on:
• Assessing and improving group dynamics within the organization/system (the way people work
together)
• Encouraging shared goals and missions
• Identifying organizational impediments to change, and “unfreezing” the organization or system to
make changes
• Involving the organization or system in identifying and implementing new policies and practices
Critique of Community Mobilization or Organizational/Systems Change
Mobilizing a community or changing an organization is a complex process. These change efforts may
best be directed towards more enduring factors related to the health problem, such as policies and
regulations, or increasing access to care. Change in an organization is often affected by factors that
cannot be controlled, including a sudden change in leadership, a budget crisis, a disaster, or other event.
Political Economy
The links between politics and economics and their functions in society will always have an effect both
on what people will and won’t do and what they can and cannot do, and this is exceptionally true when
it comes to understanding and changing the health behavior of individuals and/or groups.
Socioeconomic structure, class, ethnicity, and gender can often lend a population to being more
susceptible to several health problems rather than just one – “a syndemic – where several epidemics
exist together because conditions promote their coexistence” (73).
The major problem associated with using this approach to change health behavior is that it involves
addressing significant social configurations, e.g., economic patterns, relationships of ethnicity, etc. that
contribute to the problem and these are often complex and long‐standing.
Anthropology and Cultural Theory
In general, this field developed as a separate discipline in the 19th century. In its broadest sense,
anthropology focuses on an in‐depth and comparative study of human behavior. Two ways or branches
through which anthropology seeks to understand human behaviors are: (73‐74)
•

Biological or physical anthropology ‐ as an adaptation that enables a species to survive or thrive
in a particular environment
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•

Cultural anthropology ‐ which attempts to understand the role that culture plays in what people,
groups, and societies do.

The first branch tends to ask the question: How and when did we become human beings as we are
today? The second branch asks the question: Given the diversity of ways of life, what is it that makes us
human? What makes us unique? What is common vs. idiosyncratic across human societies?
It is important to note that culture is a key construct across all branches of anthropology. A sub‐
discipline of anthropology that recently has evolved is called medical anthropology. It looks at issues of
health and also attempts to understand and explain behavior in which individuals are not treated as
separate from their socio‐cultural context. Medical anthropology connects behavior to underlying
epistemologies (systems of knowing and beliefs about how we know things) of health. It addresses
things like:
• What does it mean to be healthy? How do we know when someone is healthy vs. not healthy?
• What are the illnesses, diseases, and conditions that constitute being “not healthy”?
• How does someone become unhealthy? What are the causes? This is very important because many
cultures understand at least some health conditions to be related to spiritual causes. “Western”
cultures, on the other hand, typically attribute most diseases/illnesses to biological causes.
• Related to beliefs about causation, how does someone become healthy if they have a disease or
illness? From whom does one seek a remedy? What are the remedies?
Within medical anthropology, answers to these questions, when viewed together, form an ethnomedical
system. This system also tells us about the healing behavior of various group members. For example, if
a condition is understood to have spiritual causes, it is unlikely the patient would seek relief or cure
from a medical doctor.
Critique of Anthropological and Cultural Theory
♦ Because culture is complex, not all component sub‐groups may share the elements of a culture to the
same degree. Thus a single, culturally‐based health promotion/approach is unlikely to fit an entire
culture. Various factions and/or subgroups within the target population may remain
unaffected/unchanged by a culturally‐based approach.
♦ Changes in the way culture and behavior interact may take time. Such changes are often necessary
for long‐term impact, but in the short‐term, changes in the environment may have more immediate
effect, at least to start up the process.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE VIRGINIA CONFERENCE WELLNESS SURVEY
What God does first and best and most is to trust His people with this moment in history. He trusts them
to do what must be done for the sake of the whole community.
‐ Walter Brueggemann
BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND METHODOLOGY
On July 30, 2007, Mindy S. Reynolds, MCM, MSN, RN, Wellness Research Consultant, entered into a
formal agreement with Virginia United Methodist Pensions, Inc. (VUMPI) to act as a professional,
independent consultant. The sole purpose of this agreement was the conduct of a comprehensive
health and wellness assessment of United Methodist clergy and their spouses, and United Methodist lay
employees and their spouses in the Virginia Annual Conference.
This assessment consisted of two parts. The first part of the assessment consisted of creating and
administering an electronic open‐ended Health and Wellness Questionnaire (located in the Appendix of
printed copies of this report) followed by the conduct of personal one‐on‐one interviews. The
administration of this confidential questionnaire was conducted using SurveyGold Software with the
assistance of Scott Garnett, an independent information technology consultant contracted by VUMPI.
The questionnaire was administered in the winter of 2008 to persons serving the Virginia Conference in
a variety of leadership positions, including Bishop Kammerer, the Cabinet, Conference staff,
chairpersons of boards and agencies, district lay leaders, chairpersons of Pastor Parish/Staff Parish
Relations Committees (PPRC/SPRC’s) and faith community nurses. In some instances, participants
included individuals who previously held a position; in other cases, both former and current leaders
participated.
On January 31, 2008 letters of introduction were sent via first‐class mail to the various leadership
groups. The letters invited members of these groups to participate in an on‐line questionnaire asking
their opinions about the health, well being, and wellness of United Methodist clergy, lay employees, and
their respective spouses/families in the Virginia Conference. This letter was not sent electronically.
Contained within each letter was the website address from which the questionnaire was to be accessed,
using a specifically assigned username and password. Also included on the website was a link to helpful
background information for participants to read prior to completing the questionnaire.
Letters to the District Superintendents specifically included the names and contact information of those
Conference leaders, both clergy and lay, on their respective districts who were being asked to
participate. All District Superintendents were asked for their active support in soliciting and garnering
participation of the specific leaders on their districts, including any faith community nurses and the
chairpersons of the PRC/SPRC’s.
Upon completion of the questionnaires, personal interviews with the various Conference leaders across
all eighteen (18) districts were scheduled. (Faith community nurses and chairpersons of PPRC/SPRC’s
were not included in these interviews). These meetings were arranged directly by Mrs. Reynolds, with
assistance from many of the administrative staff of the District Offices. The meetings were held from
March 4th to June 12th 2008 at locations ranging from the Conference Building to District Offices to local
coffee shops and restaurants. The purpose of these one‐on‐one, in‐person interviews was to further
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discuss the participants’ responses in their questionnaires, and to begin a dialogue centered on
understanding and thinking about health and wellness from a theological perspective. The content of all
questionnaires and follow‐up conversations between Mrs. Reynolds and the participants were held in
strict confidence.
The results of these questionnaires and interviews, along with other denominational and institutional
research in the area of clergy health, an in‐depth review of professional literature, and the consultant’s
almost thirty years of professional nursing experience in a variety of settings, were incorporated into the
design of The Virginia Conference Wellness Survey (under separate cover). It is important to note that
the information gleaned from the responses in the questionnaire and the interviews, in particular, were
invaluable in developing the content of the Wellness Survey. The Wellness Survey was conducted solely
on‐line and again, results were held in strict confidence and tabulated in aggregate.
All active and retired clergy who are members of the Virginia Conference and their respective spouses
were invited to participate in the survey and assigned specific passwords. Due to the broad scope of the
survey and the large number of potential clergy/spouse participants, the decision was made not to
include lay employees and their spouses as part of this particular survey. Similarly, the decision was
made not to include widows and widowers. Both of these populations will be considered for assessment
at a later point in time.
The Southeastern Institute of Research (SIR), located in Richmond, Virginia assisted Mrs. Reynolds with
the development and administration of The Wellness Survey. The survey originally was scheduled to run
from Monday, March 23rd to Friday, April 30th. Bishop Kammerer requested the deadline date be
extended to accommodate multiple respondent requests. In deference to the Bishop’s request, SIR
extended the window for survey completion to Friday, May 15th 2009.
An executive summary and detailed findings of The Virginia Conference Wellness Survey, as reported
by SIR, can be found in other sections of The Health and Wellness Assessment Report.
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THE HEALTH AND WELLNESS QUESTIONNAIRE
There were a total of one hundred and thirty‐one (131) questionnaires completed. The number of
completed questionnaires by leadership group is as follows:
Table I
Leadership Group
Bishop and District
Superintendents
Conference Staff
Chairpersons of Boards and
Agencies
District Lay Leaders
Chairpersons of PPRC/SPRC*
Faith Community Nurses
TOTAL

Number of Completed
Questionnaires
19

Number of Possible
Questionnaires
19

Participation Rate
(%)
100%

20
20

21
24

95.2%
83.3%

17
51
4
131

19
1206
30
1319

89.5%
4.23%
13.3%
9.93%

* Letters of invitation were addressed generically to chairpersons and sent to all churches; one
questionnaire was completed by the chair of the church’s Administrative Board.
FOLLOW‐UP INTERVIEWS
There were a total of seventy‐four (74) one‐on‐one follow‐up interviews conducted across eighteen (18)
districts, each lasting approximately one‐and‐a‐half (1.5) to two (2) hours. All but the chairpersons of
Pastor Parish/Staff Parish Relations Committees and the faith community nurses were asked to
participate in these conversations. The number of interviews conducted by leadership grouping is as
follows:
Table II
Leadership Group

Number of Interviews
Conducted

Number of Possible
Interviews

Participation Rate
(%)

Bishop and District
Superintendents
Conference Staff
Chairpersons of Boards and
Agencies
District Lay Leaders
TOTAL

18

19

94.7%

21
19

21
24

100%
79.2%

16
74

19
83

84.2%
89.15%
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DETAILED FINDINGS
Section I: Personal Information
This section requested each respondent provide information about him/herself in order to provide the
Wellness Research Consultant a frame of reference that could be used to interpret a person’s responses
in the questionnaire and during his/her subsequent interview. Requested information consisted of
demographic data, education and vocational information, current and past employment, church
affiliation and relationship to the Virginia Conference and The United Methodist Church as a whole.
Section II: The Questionnaire
Category I: Overall Ratings
The first set of questions asked respondents to rate the overall health, well‐being, and wellness of four
groups: clergy, their families, lay employees, and their families. Depending on a respondent’s
relationship/position, their frame of reference varied from knowing one pastor and family to knowing
many clergy and their families. Many respondents did not have any contact/interaction with lay
employees and their families. Percentage calculations were rounded off.
How would you describe the overall health, well‐being, and wellness of our clergy?
Table III
Leadership Group

Excellent

Very
Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Very
Poor

Bishop & DS
Conference Staff
Chairs of Boards
& Agencies
District Lay
Leaders
FCN’s
Chairs of
PPRC/SPRC*
TOTAL
PERCENTAGE

0
0
0

2
1
5

7
6
11

8
10
4

2
0
0

0

1

10

6

0
5

1
12

1
23

5
3.88%

22
16.79%

58
44.96%

•

TOTAL

0
0
0

Do not
know/unable
to comment
0
3
0

0

0

0

17

2
7

0
0

0
0

0
4

4
51

37
28.46%

2
1.55%

0
0%

7
5.43%

131
101.07%

One questionnaire was completed by the chair of the church’s Administrative Council.
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19
20
20

How would you describe the overall health, well‐being, and wellness of our clergy families?
Table IV
Leadership Group

Excellent

Very
Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Very
Poor

TOTAL

0
0
0

Do not
know/unable
to comment
0
4
4

Bishop & DS
Conference Staff
Chairs of Boards
& Agencies
District Lay
Leaders
FCN’s
Chairs of
PPRC/SPRC
TOTAL
PERCENTAGE

0
0
1

2
0
3

8
7
9

8
9
3

1
0
0

0

1

9

3

0

0

4

17

0
3

0
13

1
18

3
6

0
0

0
0

0
10

4
50*

4
3.13%

19
14.84%

52
40.63%

32
24.81%

1
0.78%

0
0%

22
16.92%

130
101.11%

19
20
20

* One rating was missing from a manually completed questionnaire.
How would you describe the overall health, well‐being, and wellness of our lay employees?
Table V
Leadership Group

Excellent

Very
Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Very
Poor

TOTAL

0
0
0

Do not
know/unable
to comment
0
4
7

Bishop & DS
Conference Staff
Chairs of Boards
& Agencies
District Lay
Leaders
FCN’s
Chairs of
PPRC/SPRC
TOTAL
PERCENTAGE

0
0
0

3
1
5

8
12
7

8
3
1

0
0
0

0

2

9

4

0

0

2

17

0
3

0
9

3
16

1
4

0
0

0
0

0
19

4
51

3
2.33%

20
15.27%

55
42.64%

21
16.28%

0
0%

0
0%

32
24.62%

131
101.14%
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19
20
20

How would you describe the overall health, well‐being, and wellness of our lay employees’ families?
Table VI
Leadership Group

Excellent

Very
Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Very
Poor

TOTAL

0
0
0

Do not
know/unable to
comment
8
8
14

Bishop & DS
Conference Staff
Chairs of Boards
& Agencies
District Lay
Leaders
FCN’s
Chairs of
PPRC/SPRC
TOTAL
PERCENTAGE

0
0
0

3
0
1

4
7
4

4
5
1

0
0
0

0

1

6

2

0

0

8

17

0
2

0
5

2
11

1
4

0
0

0
0

1
29

4
51

2
1.55%

10
7.75%

34
26.36%

17
13.18%

0
0%

0
0%

68
51.90%

131
100.74%

19
20
20

Category II: Top Three Issues
Respondents then were asked to consider the top three issues affecting the health, well‐being, and
wellness for each of the four groups being assessed. While many of the issues summarized below
pertain to all four groups, for purposes of this report, the listing is primarily focused on clergy and their
families. These identified issues were discussed during subsequent interviews with the Wellness
Research Consultant to gain clarification of responses and to explore a deeper understanding of
information provided by respondents.
In addition to listing stress, which was the main recurrent response, the issues listed below can best be
grouped into:
•

those factors/situations that lead to developing a chronic state of stress

•

those that more directly lead to developing a specific illness, disease, or condition

•

those that can result from being in a chronic state of stress.

The following is a sampling of factors listed and/or discussed by respondents, and are listed in no
particular order of importance or rank.
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Factors/Situations Leading to (Chronic) Stress and/or Illness
Poor nutritional/dietary habits; Emotional eating; Lack of regular exercise; Lack of sleep; Poorly‐
defined work‐family boundary lines; Lack of adequate time‐off; On call 24/7; Disparity of vision
between pastor and congregation; Lack of adequate family time; Holding in true feelings/emotions;
emotional labor; Itinerancy issues: Frequent moving/relocation issues; what type of housing will be
living in upon moving; Uprooting families from communities; Meaningful appointments – poor fit
between pastors and churches; spousal employment issues with relocation; negative impact of
transferring pastors on spouses; emotional inability to adapt to new environment; appointing pastors
based on salary and not on matching church needs with pastors strengths; facing death of a spouse.
Living in a fishbowl; Living in a glass house; Lack of companionship for single pastors; Congregational
demands and expectations; Expectation for clergy to attend all meetings; Unable to share emotions;
Problems with the parsonage/housing issues; Lack of privacy; Lack of spousal understanding of clergy
role; Unclear expectations of clergy role/no formal job description; Lack of laity involvement;
Administrative requirements for clergy; Lack of time for clergy spiritual development; Clergy
competition; Pressure to grow churches; Loss of vocational calling; Finding a doctor to participate in
their health plan; Sub‐standard parsonages; Moldy parsonages.
Self‐imposed expectations; Poor coping mechanisms/skills; Loneliness/feelings of isolation; Unresolved
anger; Failure to seek mental health counseling; Inadequate mental health services in certain
geographical areas of Conference; Poor time management/organizational skills; Compensation issues –
including inadequate compensation for years of service; Debt due to medical expenses; elevated cost
of health care premiums; Seminary debt; Debt problems due to children’s issues; Caring for elderly
parents; Raising a grandchild; Gaining financial security for retirement; Concerns about affordable
housing in retirement; Teenage issues; College finances.
Meeting needs of multi‐point charges; Decline in church membership – uncertain future of the church;
Balancing family with church responsibilities; Balancing church responsibilities with district
responsibilities; Clergy doing everything themselves; Parents’ emotional/mental health issues; Illness
of friends; Immediate family illness and personal illness.

⇓
Chronic State of Stress

(with no intervention)

⇓
Consequential Illnesses, Diseases, or Conditions Potentially Resulting from
Above Factors/Situations and/or Chronic Stress
Overweight/obesity, High blood pressure (HTN); Heart disease, Metabolic
Category
III:Depression,
Recommendations
Syndrome, Diabetes,
Anxiety,
Arthritis, Cancer, Addictions (drug,
alcohol, sexual), Respiratory conditions, such as asthma and
emphysema/COPD
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For each of the four groups being assessed, the next question was asked to provide possible solutions to
the health, well‐being, and wellness issues previously identified. Again, the recommendations listed
below focus more on clergy and their families, and are in random order.
♦ Work with various seminaries to incorporate into their curricula the practical aspects of ministry:
stress and time management; communication styles, priority setting in ministry, boundary setting;
Parish administration, aspects of supervision, clarification of pastoral role/identity, partnering between
clergy and lay; family dynamics, self‐care and wellness; leadership skill training, running meetings;
financial planning and dealing with debt; parsonage life; working with staff; dealing with difficult
personalities, consensus building and conflict resolution; organizational skill development; consider
offering internships as part of curriculum; offer clergy spouse orientation to the ministry; offer
classes/instruction to spouses on clergy life; offer covenant groups for spouses
♦ Provide better training to PPRCs and SPRCs; work more closely with them on issues such as clergy
time off, personal growth and development for pastors; renewal leave and retreats for clergy and
families that are not issue or work‐related; help them to assume responsibility for working with pastors
to take care of themselves and interpret this for entire congregations; honor and celebrate Pastor
Appreciation Day; have PPRCs and SPRCs work with District Superintendents to identify clergy problems
early so action can be taken before the issue(s) becomes too serious
♦ Have the Conference centralize clergy data statistics in one location that can be accessed by
appropriate persons/departments; provide a list of available clergy/lay speakers who can cover for
clergy during vacations/illnesses; further develop Interim Ministry Program in the Conference that can
be implemented during long‐term pastoral vacancies – this allows congregations time to deal with issues
and/or grieve or heal; deal with various emotions whatever the cause; more emphasis on clergy
renewal leave/sabbaticals; don’t post clergy salaries – creates competition; centralize clergy
compensation to within the Conference; offer Conference sponsored wellness workshops, develop a
Conference website with wellness resources; have health plan offer discounted gym memberships
♦ Find outlets for clergy to ventilate and verbalize feelings and emotions that won’t be used against
them in the appointment‐making process; enforce annual physicals; work on child‐care issues,
particularly for clergy couples; develop/strengthen mentors for clergy spouses; provide bios of
prospective families to congregations prior to their arrival at a new appointment
♦ Develop/implement/strengthen parish nursing and health ministry programs in churches and within
the Conference.
Categories IV, V, and VI: Survey Development, Referrals, and Additional Comments
In these sections, respondents were asked to:
1)

Provide relevant topics to be covered and potential questions to be asked in the actual survey
instrument to be administered to the clergy and their spouses and lay employees and their
spouses.

Relevant topics and potential questions offered were taken into serious consideration. Most of them
were incorporated into the survey in one manner or another. Many were either expansions of
previously noted issues or were held in common with other respondents.
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2)

Provide helpful resources such as texts, journals, organizations, web‐sites, etc. that would be
helpful in development of the survey.

Some respondents did share resources they thought might be helpful with the development of the
survey. Resources shared included various Conference policies and guidelines, and other research that
had been conducted. The Wellness Research Consultant did purchase some of the suggested textbooks
and read forwarded articles. She was familiar with most of the cited web‐sites.
3)

List other people who should participate in the questionnaire and follow‐up interview process.

Some participants recommended other individuals to be included in the questionnaire and follow‐up
interview processes. The Wellness Research Consultant did not contact these persons, as she felt she
had a fairly good sense of the issues from the pool of people who responded to the questionnaire and
participated in the interviews. She is grateful for the suggestions offered to her, and would have
contacted these persons if necessary.
4)

Share any other thoughts or comments they might have as it relates to the health, well‐being, and
wellness of the clergy and their families and lay employees and their families.

Most individuals did not have any additional written thoughts or comments to share with the Wellness
Research Consultant because they either did not feel qualified or felt the questionnaire had covered the
issues appropriately and sufficiently. There were other feelings and perceptions shared with the
consultant during the one‐on‐one interviews. Three major points were:
♦ Those clergy in leadership positions emphasized the absolute need to make the future survey totally
confidential. If complete confidentiality was not ensured, the consultant could count on very little to no
participation. This was due to an underlying fear of retribution resulting from being able to trace honest
and forthright answers back to specific pastors and spouses, and the expressed belief that at some point
respondents’ candor would cause them to suffer punitive consequences.
♦ A number of lay people serving in leadership positions felt that second and third career pastors,
particularly those with backgrounds in either business and/or the military, performed better overall than
those pastors who went directly into ministry from seminary following graduation from college. It was
felt these second and third vocation pastors had real‐world experience that enabled them to lead much
more effectively. Conversely, laity felt many first vocation pastors were ill‐prepared by their seminary
experience/education to deal with practical areas of daily ministerial life.
♦ There was a concern expressed by some lay people in leadership positions about the level of
arrogance and laziness demonstrated by certain clergy, whether first or second vocation pastors.
5)

Inform the Wellness Research Consultant if they desired a copy of their completed questionnaire.

Of the one hundred and thirty‐one (131) questionnaires completed, forty‐eight (48) respondents were
provided an e‐mail copy as they had requested. Hard copies were mailed to approximately three to four
(3‐4) participants who completed the questionnaire manually.
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OBSERVATIONS AND REMARKS
There are four final observations and remarks to be made with regard to the Health and Wellness
Assessment.
Participation
Completing the Health and Wellness Questionnaire and participating in the follow‐up interviews were
intrinsically linked together in terms of participation rate.
With the exception of the faith community nurses and chairpersons of the PPRC/SPRC’S (4.23% and
13.3%, respectively), the overall rate of participation in the questionnaire for the other four leadership
groups was exceptionally high – ranging from 79.2% to 100%. The overall participation rate for the
follow‐up interviews for the four invited groups was equally high at 87.9%.
Garnering this level of participation in the questionnaire and the follow‐up interviews was not without
great challenge, however. For the most part, this level of participation was generally accomplished only
when the Wellness Research Consultant began scheduling – and later when the district office
administrative staff was asked for help in scheduling ‐ the follow‐up interviews. In the course of
scheduling the interviews, the invited participants were reminded they had to complete their
questionnaires by at least three to four days in advance of their interview dates. This 3‐4 day window
was necessary to allow the IT Consultant adequate time to forward a copy of the person’s questionnaire
to the Wellness Research Consultant for review. Completion of the questionnaire was a prerequisite for
the interview, as each respondent’s answers provided a starting‐point for the conversation between the
Wellness Research Consultant and the interviewee.
Additionally, the Wellness Research Consultant had numerous telephone and e‐mail conversations with
individuals who (1) had questions about the questionnaire itself; (2) had computer access difficulty
(most typically not knowing how to correctly enter the website address); (3) had misplaced/lost their
paper letter and needed a copy of their letter sent electronically; and (4) generally did not want to
participate.
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The following table indicates the number of questionnaires completed in the referenced timeframes by
the four leadership groups that were interviewed. Questionnaires completed manually were done so
due to some system difficulty. Interviews were held from March 4th to June 12th 2008.
Table VII
Questionnaire Respondent Time Frames
Dates
Number of Completed Questionnaires
February 4 ‐ 9
10
February 10‐14
4
February 17‐21
3
February 25‐28
6
March 3‐10
8 (including 1 manual and 1 typed)
March 11‐18
11 (including 1 manual)
March 20‐31
1
April 3 ‐ 9
3
April 10 ‐ 18
4
April 20 ‐ 30
13 (including 2 manual)
May 13 ‐ 20
4
May 22 – May 27
3 (including 2 manual)
May 27 – June 12
6 (including 1 manual)
TOTAL
76 (out of a possible 83)
Questionnaire Instrument
The two major complaints about the questionnaire were intrinsically linked as well ‐ the length of time it
took to complete it and the perceived redundancy of questions. Section I of the questionnaire
contained twenty‐two (22) questions about the participants themselves: personal information (eight
questions); education and vocation (three questions); past and current positions (five questions); and
faith affiliation (six questions). Section II contained forty‐three (43) questions. In many instances, the
same question was asked repeatedly for each of the four groups of people – clergy, families, lay
employees, and their families – hence, there was redundancy. The purpose of asking the same questions
for four different groups as opposed to combining them was to allow each group to have its own
identity. In this way respondents were asked to consider groups of people as separate and distinct in
their own right ‐ reflecting on spouses and families separate and apart from clergy and lay employees.
Administration of the Instrument
While the Wellness Research Consultant received excellent and timely support from the Information
Technology Consultant, she would strongly recommend this part of the assessment be conducted using
the same research firm that administered The Wellness Survey. This would allow for more sophisticated
data collection and analysis, better continuity of data collection and analysis, and further help relieve
concerns about confidentiality.
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Communication
Virginia United Methodist Pensions, Inc. (VUMPI) sponsored and funded both parts of this assessment.
All communication about Part I originated from VUMPI. Bishop Kammerer approved the project prior to
its implementation. In addition to receiving a personal letter from the Wellness Research Consultant,
Bishop Kammerer informed Cabinet members when the questionnaire was open for completion; the
Bishop also requested the Cabinet’s support and participation.
Based on the level of cooperation the Wellness Research Consultant received in conducting Part I of the
assessment, she strongly recommended a more detailed communication plan be devised and
implemented for Part II, with the Bishop’s Office playing a much more active role in this plan in order to
solicit better participation.
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This life, therefore, is not godliness but the process of becoming godly, not health but getting well, not
being, but becoming, not rest but exercise. We are not now what we shall be, but we are on the way.
The process is not yet finished, but it is actively going on. This is not the goal but it is the right road. At
present, everything does not gleam and sparkle, but everything is being cleansed.
‐ Martin Luther
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APPENDIX – THE HEALTH AND WELLNESS QUESTIONNAIRE
Under Separate Cover of Electronic Versions of this Report
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APPENDIX – THE WELLNESS SURVEY
Under Separate Cover
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